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What have readers said
about our magazine?
“Fantastic job on the new venture. I have
been looking for something like this for
years!” - Stephen

“A notable and remarkable effort and I
send hearty congratulations.” - Larry

“...you provide great information about
the types of businesses and industry we
should be preparing our graduates to
succeed in.” - Kathy

“Well written and edited and it offers
information that anyone who lives in
the region - and might be interested in
moving to the region - would want to
know.” - Ray

Join us as a subscriber - it’s free - or an advertiser (sorry,
it’s not free). To find out more, please visit us at
www.gulfcoastreportersleague.com,
or call 850-261-6777.
For printed copies of (at cost plus shipping) go to Lulu.com and
search for “Gulf Coast Reporters’ League Business Quarterly.”
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Let’s make some noise

F

or someone who closely follows the aerospace industry, it
was a bummer that I couldn’t
see the maiden flight of the first U.S.built Airbus jetliner. I wanted to hear
the roar of the twin engines and watch
the plane lift skyward. I just love that
noise, that scream for attention.
But one of our photographers was
there. Michelle R. Thomas said the jet
sat in the distance for what seemed
like a long time, then she saw the dust
kick up as the powerful V2500 engines roared and the blue-and-white
A321 headed down the runway. She
was amazed it took little time for the
airliner to lift from the pavement to
the cheers of the crowd behind her.
“Years of planning, months of
building and in that second it was perfect,” she told me later.
We also had writer Martha Simmons at the after-flight event, and before that she met the crew. They will
take a lot of Mobile-built A320s on
test flights, but this one, this first one,
well this was special.
It could be argued that the first
flight was nearly a dozen years in the
making. It was in 2005 that the Airbus Group, then called EADS, first
started scouring this country for a site
to build Air Force tankers and picked
Mobile. EADS didn’t win the contract, but found in Mobile a great location to do business. In 2012, it announced it would build jetliners at the
Mobile Aeroplex at Brookley.
That’s why the quote from an Airbus official resonated with us and
gave us our cover headline. While the
plane still has to be delivered to Jet-
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Blue later this
month, he nailed it
when he said the
first flight was fulfilling the promise
made long ago.
In our lineup of
stories you’ll learn
David Tortorano
that Airbus is just
one part of the huge aviation footprint
in our region. We’re also involved in
the space activities, military aviation,
aerial weapons development, unmanned aerial systems and more.
Our Airbus package also tells you
about the key role played by United
Technologies in Foley, and updates
the chase for suppliers. We hope
you’ll end up with a greater appreciation of just what we have here.
Let’s make some noise.
After we launched our January issue, the Mobile Press-Register
reached out to ask about reprinting
some of our stories. We’re all former
newspaper staffers, and some worked
at the MPR. We agreed and the paper
has published three so far. And when
we needed photos for this issue, my
former boss, Dewey English, provided us with terrific file photos. A
tip o’ the hat to the MPR.
Finally, we’re in the planning
phase for our July tourism issue.
You’ll find our approach intriguing. It
will shine a new light on our region.
I hope you enjoy this issue, and that
you make the Gulf Coast Reporters’
League Business Quarterly part of
your regular reading routine. □
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Fulfilling the promise
The A321 took off
from the runway at the
Mobile Aeroplex at
9:26 a.m. With neither
passengers nor luggage, the twin-engine
jetliner launched
quickly into the Gulf Coast sky and headed south
MOBILE, Ala.
over the wide-open Gulf of Mexico. As a crew member said, the plane “feels like it wants to fly.”
he chief test pilot put it in terms anyone
The test started at an altitude of 10,000 feet and
who has purchased a new car understands.
reached a maximum altitude of 39,000 feet. It tested
The massive A321 that he and his crew
at a surprisingly low minimum speed of 115 mph,
took on its first test flight still “has that
and a maximum of Mach 0.82, some 80 percent of
new-plane smell.”
Indeed, it only got its paint job a few weeks earlier. the way to the speed of sound.
But it was the series of maneuvers that tested just
But the entire crew knew this was no routine flight.
what the Airbus team at the company’s U.S. ManuAfter all, it’s the first Airbus jetliner built in the
United States, and this was a “test drive” that would facturing Facility had done. It went through dives,
banks, pitches, rolls and flew with some systems disbe witnessed by the world through the media.
Airbus knew the flight was significant enough that abled in a series of tests that are “close to the envelope” of what the aircraft is deit invited the media and a host of
signed to handle.
dignitaries to witness the aviation
“Together we are
After a more than three-hour
first. The company that started in
1970 as Europe’s answer to an infulfilling the promise flight, the plane landed back at the
former Air Force base at 1:02 p.m.
dustry dominated by The Boeing
we
made
to
the
city
of
to welcoming cheers. Chalk up anCompany now had its first passenother milestone in a series of mileger jet made in America.
Mobile,
the
state
of
stones for Airbus and Mobile.
On a clear Monday morning
The aircraft, which will be turned
March 21, the new plane was
Alabama and the Gulf
over to customer JetBlue before the
scheduled to undergo a series of
Coast region.”
end of April, has taken to the skies
aerial tests that would push the
since that historic maiden flight as
envelope. In normal service, this
- Daryl Taylor
testing continues - routine during
plane will never have to do these
this phase of the process. But the
kinds of, well, stunts, that would
customer won’t get to take it for a spin until closer to
make a passenger want to bail out and kiss the
the delivery date.
ground upon landing. But this was to be the type of
flight that would likely put a twinkle in the eye of
The people of Mobile and the Gulf Coast region
any one of the Blue Angels pilots based at Naval Air
likely have some sense of ownership with this plane.
Station Pensacola, Fla., 60 miles to the east.
They have seen this jetliner since it was little more
By Martha Simmons and David Tortorano than huge sections brought to Mobile aboard a cargo
ship in June 2015. Many turned out to see the sec-

The flight of the first A321
made in America is an aviation
first and major coup for a region
with historic ties to aviation...

T

Page 6: History was made when the first U.S.-built A321 took off March 21 in Mobile.
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Photo by Michelle R. Thomas

The first Airbus jetliner made in America, painted with the livery of JetBlue, takes off March 21 for its maiden flight.

tions trucked to the Airbus campus in a Mardi Graslike parade.
For a long time this plane was identifiable only
though the number above the cockpit, 6512, as it
made its way through the assembly process. When it
went into the MAAS Aviation paint shop, only the
vertical tail and engine nacelles were sporting the
colors of JetBlue. Before it was painted, employees
posed with their partially-dressed creation for a selfie
of sorts (see page 16).
When the A321 took off, the moment was met
with shouts and applause and was hailed by Airbus
officials, local leaders and economic developers as
an historic event. And make no mistake, there also
was some level of we-told-you-so in those who witnessed the first flight. There were some who thought
Alabama not up to the task of building a jetliner.

“We did it. She has flown,” said Daryl Taylor, vice
president and general manager of the Airbus U.S.
Manufacturing Facility, following the successful
maiden flight.
“Thank you for making our dream a reality,” said
Roger Wehner, the executive director of the Mobile
Airport Authority.
More than 300 employees who work at the facility
cheered as the plane took off, and they welcomed the
flight crew as they landed safely, opened a cockpit
window and waved an American flag for the spectators. They emerged from the aircraft for a catered
post-flight celebration in the immaculate Final Phase
Flight Line hangar.
“We’ve come to an exciting milestone in the production of any aircraft, but this one is particularly
special,” Taylor said. “The Mobile team has worked
hard, and I’m proud that their skill and talent have
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brought us to this moment. Together we are fulfilling
the promise we made to the city of Mobile, the state
of Alabama, and the Gulf Coast region – we’re creating a new center of commercial aircraft production in
the U.S. This is just the first of many aircraft to
come.”
Many is right. Right behind the JetBlue plane on
the assembly line was plane No. 6621, also an A321,
built for American Airlines. That jetliner, too, has
now been painted by MAAS Aviation.
All of those subsequent planes, important as they
are, will end up being little noticed by the public as
making Airbus jetliners in the United States becomes
pretty routine (see page 13). So plane No. 6512 is the
one that will go in the record books as a first.
“We’re the cover band for the hundreds of people

who built this aircraft. We’ve got the privilege to fly
the newest and the greatest,” said Mark McCullins,
chief test pilot and captain, “and it has that newplane smell.” Continuing the metaphor, McCullins
added that the tests that the new aircraft undergo before delivery is “what you wish your last car would
have had.”
“It’s very personal for me. It makes my blood tingle,” said Barry Eccleston, president, Airbus Americas.
Economic development officials outside of Mobile
also heralded the first flight as significant for the
Gulf Coast region.
“With the successful completion of this historic
A321 flight by Airbus, the Southeast has once again
stepped up and demonstrated to the world that our

Photo by Martha Simmons

Flight test crew members meet with the news media prior to the March 21 maiden flight of the first A321 passenger jet built at
the new Airbus U.S. Manufacturing Facility in Mobile. From left, they are Nick Picconi, flight test engineer; Bruce Macdonald, test pilot; Mark McCullins, captain and chief test pilot; Thierry Cros, flight test engineer/head of production flight
test; Michael Johns, ground test engineer/cabin specialist; and Alexander Gentzsch, ground test engineer/cabin specialist.
Business Quarterly, April 2016 – 9
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By the numbers
Model: A321, largest of the A320 series
Seating: 185, single aisle
Engines: two IAE International V2500
List price: $113.7 million
Wingspan: 35.8 m with winglets
Overall length: 44.51 m
Height: 11.76 m
Range: 5,950 km with winglets, can fly transatlantic
Cruising altitude: 12,000 m
Weight: 60 tons, equivalent to 11 African elephants
Note: A320 family is the world’s best-selling single-aisle
product line. Uses fly-by-wire system
Orders: more than 12,400
Delivered: 6,700
Customers: about 300 worldwide

a unique name on its nose – something including the
word “Blue” – as is customary to the airline.
But even as hundreds of Airbus employees and officials were celebrating the first flight in the Final
Phase Flight Line hangar, the hulking presence of an
unpainted A321 aircraft in the back of the hangar
underscored the fact that the JetBlue plane is just the
first of many. Airbus Communications Director
Kristi Tucker said it is being built for American Airlines.
“That’s Number 3. Number 2 is in the paint hangar,” Tucker said, noting that in addition to the JetBlue aircraft, there are currently seven other planes
in various stages of production at the Airbus Final
Assembly Line in Mobile.
Airbus expects by 2018 to build 40-50 aircraft per
year at its $600 million, 53-acre facility and employ
up to 1,000 people. The plant is located at the site of
the former Brookley Air Force Base, which was
shuttered in the late 1960s.
Pretty soon, Tucker acknowledged, new-aircraft
test flights will be old hat. But on this day in late
March, even the most seasoned Airbus officials and
employees joined in the excitement, shouting, fistpumping, waving flags and snapping selfies with the
shiny new JetBlue plane in the background.

The next big event for the first U.S.-made Airbus
jetliner will be held at the new Delivery Center when
JetBlue, of Long Island City, N.Y., takes delivery of
highly skilled technical workforce is leading the way its plane. Details have not been released, but it promises to be a major, internationally noted celebration.
for advanced manufacturing companies to be comBut the celebration is just the public showing of the
petitive on the global stage,” said Rick Byars, ecoprocess that involves a lot of activity. Paperwork has
nomic development manager of Gulf Power
to be signed, the plane inspected nose to tail by the
“The location of Airbus to the Gulf Coast was a
significant commitment to the region and the United buyer and, importantly, JetBlue personnel take the
plane for a test flight.
States,” said Scott Luth, economic development
The Delivery Center, completed in May 2015, is
chief of FloridaWest in Pensacola, “and now having
longer than a football field at 574 feet, and includes
the first flight is a true testament to the aviation
workforce and our ability to develop an aviation in- parking spots for five A320s, offices, workshops and
dustry in this area. I applaud the leadership in Mobile documentation rooms. The Flightline Security, Delivery, Contracts, Flight Test and Quality departfor this success for our region.”
ments are all inside the center.
While delivery appears to be the last thing on the
The first “Made in America” Airbus aircraft is exlist to handle, preparations actually start a month bepected to be delivered this month to JetBlue, which
will have only one thing left to do on the plane: Paint fore the formal turnover. Airbus notifies customers
Business Quarterly, April 2016 – 10
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about a month in advance of a specific delivery date,
which gives the customer plenty of time to plan any
surrounding festivities and book hotel rooms for
those who will be visiting.
“The bottom line is, we work with our customers
to make their delivery pleasant, efficient, and fun,
whatever they’d like to get out of the process,” Airbus spokeswoman Tucker told the Gulf Coast Reporters’ League last year. She also had a prediction
then, but one that wasn’t much of a stretch. “I can
promise you, the first delivery from Mobile will be
an event, for us and for the customer.”
A day or so after the formalities and festivities, the
plane lifts off en route to its new home so it can go
into service and start earning money for JetBlue.
- Michelle R. Thomas contributed to this report.
■■■

About the authors
Martha Simmons worked
as a reporter, editor and
photographer at three newspapers in the Gulf Coast and
has freelanced for national
and international publications. A writer, editor and
photographer with the
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Airbus photo by Tad Denson

The 116-acre Airbus campus in Mobile, Ala., is the company’s fourth to produce the popular A320 series of jetliners.

Firsts giving way to routine
ing center for one of the world’s premier aircraft
companies, which employs 140,000 people worldwide and has an annual revenue of $80 billion.
In operation less than a year -- the formal opening
was Sept. 14, 2015 -- the Airbus U.S. Manufacturing
Facility is already taking on the trappings of routine.
The once-a-month ships from Hamburg have been
MOBILE, Ala.
arriving with little fanfare,
and trucking the sections to
early everything that’s happened at the Air- the Transshipment Hangar
bus plant at the Mobile Aeroplex so far has at the Mobile Aeroplex still
been a milestone - the groundbreaking, the turns heads, but without the
Founded: 1970
first construction, the first shipment from Europe,
Mardi Gras atmosphere.
Corporate HQ: Blagnac, France
first plane off the assembly line, the first paint job,
There are now at any given U.S. HQ: Herndon, Va.
first flight and eventually first delivery.
time as many as nine jetlin- Revenues: $67 billion (FY 2015)
But over time all these things will be routine as
ers in various stages of as- Employees: 136,574 (FY 2015)
Mobile takes its place as a major aircraft manufactur- sembly at Hangar 9.
Note: Formerly named EADS,

The Airbus jetliner assembly
plant in Mobile is a showcase
and prime example of the global
economy at work...

N

European Aeronautic Defense
and Space Company, until 2014.
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It’s still taking longer to build each jetliner than it
will in the future, but once full production is
reached in 2018, four A320 passenger jets will be
made every month at the Aeroplex campus, and
seeing those planes over the skies of the Gulf Coast
with the markings of different airline companies
will become as common as the military aircraft and
commercial aircraft that call this region home.
Airbus has provided the Gulf Coast region with a
significant addition to its already sizeable aerospace and aviation footprint (see page 26), and will
be a major boost to the region’s economy for years
to come. The Alabama Department of Commerce
estimated an annual impact of $409 million once
the plant is in full production.
The plant

Airbus photos

Work on the Mobile plant began in 2012, and was well on its
way by December (top). In May 2015, major sections were
brought to Hamburg, Germany, and placed on a ship bound
for Mobile (middle). Upon arrival, the sections were trucked
to the Transshipment Hangar at the Aeroplex.

The $600 million plant sits on 116 acres at the
Mobile Aeroplex at Brookley, a former Air Force
base that was converted to an industrial center
when the military left. Brookley kept its role as an
aviation center, but the addition of the assembly
plant put it in a select group of cities building Airbus jetliners.
The Airbus campus has 53 acres of aprons, roadways and buildings, including the 210,000 squarefoot assembly line where the A319, A320 and
A321 single-aisle jetliners are built.
The process of building an Airbus jetliner actually begins years before the aircraft is delivered,
often with a handshake, Airbus observes. After
that, the customer, either an airline or lessor, signs
a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Airbus that spells out number of aircraft desired and
price, which usually differs from the list price.
From the MoU is born a Purchase Agreement
(PA), the contract that lays out terms and conditions including technical specifications, pricing,
payment structure and delivery targets. A PA in its
printed form is typically as thick as a phone book.
A series of pre-delivery payments validate the PA,
and a delivery timeframe is set.
All the jetliners built in Mobile are intended for
North American-based customers, and the demand
is certainly there, according to Airbus. Current order and delivery information shows a 5,533 single-
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Airbus photo by Tad Denson

Workers at the U.S. Manufacturing Facility in Mobile work on the first A321 built in Mobile, Ala.

aisle backlog, about a 10-year backlog at the current
assembly rate.

Randomes and A320neo inlets are from Nantes and
composite flaps from Stade.
All the sections are brought to the port at HamSections
burg, where they’re placed aboard a ship and sent to
From Broughton, North Wales in the United King- Mobile. The initial once-a-month shipments will
eventually be four a month. Once in Mobile, the fudom come the wings, and from Nantes, France, the
selage, wings and vertical and horizontal tail planes
center wingbox. The forward fuselage and forward
center fuselage are from Saint Nazaire, France, and are trucked to the Transshipment Hangar, where they
await movement to the assembly hangar.
the vertical stabilizer (tail) from Stade, Germany.
The landing gear supplier is Messier Dowty, which Two companies make engines for the A320 series.
The CFM56 is made by CFM International in Evenis part of Safran. They are built in Filton in the
dale, Ohio, and the V2500 is made by International
United Kingdom, while the engine pylons arrive
from the St. Eloi plant in Toulouse, France. The cen- Aero Engines in Middletown, Conn. Both are sent to
ter fuselage as well as the tailcone come from Ham- UTC in Foley for preparation. (see page 19)
burg, Germany.
The assembly
Communications and cabin management systems
are from Buxtehude and the high-lift systems (flaps)
The process of making an A320 in Mobile mimics
for the wings come from Bremen, both in Germany. the process at plants in Germany, France and China.
Business Quarterly, April 2016 – 15
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A typical process includes joining the fuselage sections and wing mating, followed by installation of
the horizontal tail and vertical fin, engine pylons,
landing gear and engines. After cockpit outfitting,
system tests are performed, including avionics, electrical, hydraulic, flight control, air conditioning, fuel
tank pressurization and landing gear.
Station 41 is the first stop, where the forward and
rear fuselage is joined with more than 3,000 rivets.
Before that, the lavatories and galleys are installed
through the large open areas. Parallel electrical systems and cargo loading areas are installed before
moving the entire fuselage to the next station by a
large overhead crane.
Station 40 is the second station, where the wings
are joined to the fuselage. They are joined on each
side with more than 1,200 rivets inside and out. It’s
the heaviest workload station with the heaviest
pieces and most manpower. When at full production
it will have a two-shift workforce.

Assembly of the main and nose landing gear is installed at this station. This will be the first time the
aircraft will support its own weight and will be able
to move to the next section without aide of the overhead crane.
Station 35 is the final station in the final assembly
hangar. This is where all the final details are installed, including vertical and horizontal stabilizers,
tail cone inner flaps, main landing gear doors and
overhead storage. All systems are tested to ensure
mechanical and electrical systems are ready for
flight testing. The lift and staging area is moveable
by using air pressure, where the entire base hovers
off the concrete floor just enough so it can move
around the aircraft. When finished here, the aircraft
is ready for ground tests.
The next stop is the Final Phase/Flight Line Hangar, where the cabin is furnished and quality inspection of the cabin and cockpit are carried out by the
customer. All electrical systems are checked, en-

Airbus photo

The team at the Mobile Airbus plant gather for a group photo with their first aircraft, an A321, serving as the background.
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MAAS Aviation photo

The first aircraft off the assembly line enters the MAAS Aviation paint shop at the Aeroplex to get the livery of JetBlue.

gines and engine cowlings are installed and all systems connections are put into place between the aircraft and the engines.
The Paint Shop, run by Maas Aviation under contract with Airbus, is where all exterior painting occurs. At this point the aircraft is ready for all ground
testing and flight tests.
Technicians and pilots representing Airbus and the
customer inspect the plane “from nose to tail” and
take it on a test flight (see page 7). When everything
looks good, it’s time to put it in the hands of the customer at the delivery center.

Low to the ground and longer than a football field
at 574 feet, the delivery center includes parking
spots for five A320s, offices, workshops and documentation rooms. It’s capable of hosting hundreds of
people. The first customer to use the delivery center
will be JetBlue of Long Island City, N.Y.
“I can promise you, the first delivery from Mobile
will be an event, for us and for the customer,” Airbus spokeswoman Kristi Tucker told the Gulf Coast
Reporters’ League last year.
Airbus notifies customers about a month in advance of a specific delivery date, which gives the
customer plenty of time to plan any surrounding fesDelivery
tivities and book hotel rooms for those who will be
visiting. The delivery center can accommodate hunThe delivery center is where the builder and the
buyer come together to exchange paperwork and for dreds of people.
While there is little doubt the turnover of the first
the customer to take delivery in a process that someplane to JetBlue will be a big news event, it is simtimes is a major event.
Business Quarterly, April 2016 – 17
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ply the first of many that will come to Mobile as it
takes its place in the Airbus family. When it reaches
full production in 2018, Airbus will deliver 40-50
aircraft every year in Mobile.
Business decision

The Mobile plant gives Airbus a presence in one of
the world’s most vibrant aerospace markets, bringing
it close to key customers. During the plant inauguration, a sign was placed on an aircraft component that
said: “This aircraft proudly made in the USA by the
worldwide team from Airbus.”
The world’s second largest aircraft maker has been
taking significant steps for a number of years to have
a larger presence in the United States.
Airbus has had ties with U.S. aviation going back
to 1978, when Eastern Airlines became the first
North American operator of an Airbus aircraft with

leased A300B4s. In 1978, Airbus North America
opened its first U.S. sales office in New York City.
More than 1,800 Airbus aircraft have been ordered
in North America from customers that include Delta
Air Lines, FedEx, Frontier Airlines, GECAS, Hawaiian Airlines, ILFC, JetBlue Airways, Spirit Airlines,
United Airlines, UPS, US Airways and Virgin America, according to the company.
Workers in more than 40 states help build Airbus
aircraft, supporting 260,000 jobs across the U.S. Airbus is the largest export customer for the United
States aerospace industry.
Airbus Americas has six main centers of activity in
the U.S. and about 1,100 employees. In Virginia,
Airbus has its headquarters in Herndon, a spares center in Ashburn and a subsidiary, Metron, in Dulles. It
also has a safety and technical affairs office and government relations office in Washington D.C.

Airbus/Airwind photos

The A321 for JetBlue was the first to leave the paint hangar. The American Airlines jet, inset photo, was the second.
Business Quarterly, April 2016 – 18
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In Wichita, Kan., Airbus has an engineering center
and in Miami it has a training center. It also owns
Vector Aerospace in Andalusia, Ala., a maintenance,
repair and overhaul operation. Airbus Group also
operates Airbus Helicopter in Columbus, Miss.,
which makes the Lakotas for the U.S. Army.
In Mobile, the company has the Airbus Engineering Center at the Mobile Aeroplex and the Airbus
Military Service Center at Mobile Regional Airport,
which in April 2015 was named the worldwide C212
support center. But it’s the jetliner plant that cemented its role in the region.
The 116-acre campus has 10 buildings, including
the assembly hangar, which is 836 feet long with a
footprint of 209,917 square feet. In addition to what
will eventually be 1,000 jobs directly or indirectly
supporting the assembly facility, some 3,700 or so

indirect jobs are expected to be created outside the
FAL.
The decision to put the assembly line in Mobile
was based on an existing aviation infrastructure and
transportation logistics. The Mobile Aeroplex is not
far from a port, rail and interstates. The company
was very familiar with Mobile going back to when
Airbus was competing to build aerial tankers for the
U.S. Air Force. It lost that fight to Boeing, but the
relationship with Mobile continued.
And if anything, the Mobile-Airbus relationship
today is even stronger.
- Compiled from reports by David Tortorano, Michelle Thomas and Kaija Wilkinson that appeared in
previous Gulf Coast Reporters’ League publications.
■■■
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UTC photo

An International Aero Engines V2500 at the United Technologies Aero Systems plant in Foley, painted in JetBlue colors.

UTAS in Foley plays powerful role
where it also builds
A320s and other airhen Airbus located its new U.S. Manufac- craft in the Airbus
turing Facility in Mobile, Ala., the airlineup of passenger
craft manufacturing giant had to reach
jetliners.
only across Mobile Bay to find a long-time supplier:
For more than a
United Technologies Aerospace Systems.
quarter-century, the UTAS Aerostructures business
“Airbus choosing to locate its final assembly line
has provided nacelle systems to Airbus for its A320
in Mobile is the first time that we’ve had a customer family of single-aisle aircraft. UTC is the world’s
co-locate a FAL near one of our existing facilities,” leading supplier of nacelles.
said Darrell Wilson, general manager of AerostrucA nacelle system is the aerodynamic structure that
tures operation at UTAS in Foley. “It’s usually the
surrounds a jet engine, and includes the engine cowlother way around.”
ing and other components such as the inlet cowl, fan
United Technologies has original equipment
cowl, thrust reverser, core cowl and exhaust system.
manufacturing (OEM) facilities next to Airbus final The integration of the engine and the nacelle is
assembly lines in France, Germany and China,
called “podding.”
Two companies make engines for the A320 series:
By Martha Simmons
CFM International, a joint venture of U.S.-based GE

FOLEY, Ala.

W
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hands again in 2012 when United Technologies
Corp. acquired Goodrich.
In Foley, the employees “build-up” the engines
that are delivered to the OEM facility by installing
wire harnesses, ducts, tubing and so forth. The nacelles are then painted and installed on the engines.
Once the customer inspects and approves it, the nacelle system is delivered to the final assembly line to
be installed on the plane.
On Jan. 20, the Foley team delivered, without any
accompanying fanfare, its first nacelle system to the
Mobile final assembly line across the bay.
“There were about 13 employees that were directly
part of the build,” said Derek Eberly, A320ceo FAL
Program Chief. “However, the implementation of
the program to provide fully podded engines to Airbus at its Mobile final assembly line involved support from virtually all functions within Aerostructures and the Foley site.”
The role played by Baldwin County’s largest
The equipment was manufactured and painted acmanufacturer is huge. UTC Aerospace employs
cording to the exacting specifications of both Airbus
more than 800 people – 600 in original equipment
and its customer, JetBlue, and required a rigorous
manufacturing and 220 in maintenance, repair and
overhaul. The 420,000-square-foot facility originally inspection process.
“The inspection process took place over the course
opened in 1984 as part of Rohr Industries, was acof two days,” Wilson said. “The process involves
quired by Goodrich Corp. in 1997 and changed
Aviation and the Snecma division of France’s Safran, build the CFM56 engines. The CFM engines
for the Mobile planes are made in Evendale, Ohio.
The other company is International Aero Engines,
a joint venture of U.S.-based Pratt & Whitney, Germany’s MTU Aero Engines and Japanese Aero Engine Corp., which make the V2500 engines. The IAE
engines for the Mobile planes are made in Middletown, Conn.
All the propulsion systems scheduled to go on the
current lineup of aircraft on the assembly line are the
standard current engine options, and no matter which
company makes them, UTAS in Foley provides the
nacelles and does the podding.
All the engines for JetBlue and American Airlines
passenger jets built in Mobile will use IAE V2500
engines. The first Delta jet will use the CFM56-5B.

UTC photo

The UTC plant in Foley employs some 800 people, the largest employer in the county. It’s the former Goodrich plant.
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UTC photo

UTC in Foley will do pod work on the engines whether they are V2500, like these, or CFM56 engines.

members of Airbus Mobile’s nacelle quality team
reviewing all components for compliance to technical agreements. After this Airbus pre-inspection, the
airline customer is invited in to review and approve
overall nacelle cosmetic appearance. In both cases,
Airbus and its customers’ standards are, understandably, extremely high.”
A compressed time frame called for several 80hour weeks for the team working on the project, said
V2500 Engine Nacelle Program Director Markcos
Garcia, and even the tiniest of details were not overlooked.
“The Airbus pre-check of the first unit was extremely detailed in terms of the cosmetic appearance
of the paint job,” he said. “JetBlue’s inspection of the
engine was also a learning experience. For example,
they asked us to oil a latch on the engine during the
process.”
Even though the JetBlue logo was a bit challenging
to paint, all went well during the inspection process,
Garcia said. “The paint job was a home run,” he said.
“JetBlue was very complimentary.”
To ensure that everything went smoothly on the
JetBlue nacelle unit and future projects at the Airbus

Mobile FAL, UTC Aerospace Systems has embedded two employees there – a manufacturing engineer
and an inspector.
“Their role is to provide real-time onsite support to
Airbus during propulsion system installation, and all
the way until the airline takes delivery of the aircraft,” Wilson said.
Garcia added, “Having these employees there has
already paid off. Instant communication began answering questions on the JetBlue podded propulsion
system, avoiding potential quality tags and back-andforth emails.”
Wilson says that teamwork and strict attention to
detail paid off for the next UTAS project for the Mobile plant. That nacelle system passed inspections by
both Airbus and American Airlines with flying colors, no pun intended.
“I am without a doubt part of great team where
everyone works together each day to ensure we deliver quality products on time,” Wilson said.
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Suppliers still
opting for Mobile
PENSACOLA, Fla.

N

orthwest Florida has a lot to brag about
when it comes to aviation. Pensacola is
home of the nation’s first and for a long
time only naval air station, and retains the moniker
of being the ”Cradle of Naval Aviation.”
Just 45 minutes to the east, the seat of Santa Rosa
County is home to the busiest naval air station in the
world. Further to the east are several Air Force
bases, including one that trains pilots for the F-35
and one that trains them for the F-22.
But so far, Northwest Florida hasn’t landed any of
the suppliers for the major Airbus assembly line
that’s growing an hour to the west of the state line.
Four years after Airbus announced it would build a
jetliner assembly line in Mobile, Ala., the neighboring states that figured they’d land some of the suppliers are still waiting. Neither Florida nor Mississippi, nor the inland reaches of Alabama, have
landed suppliers for the Airbus operation.
But none of them has given up hope. Florida, Mississippi and inland Alabama all recognize it’s a long
process, and they are still confident about the direct
and indirect spinoff Airbus will bring.
“We continue to knock on their doors,” said Shannon Ogletree, economic development chief for Santa
Rosa County, Fla.

Photo courtesy of MAA

The Mobile Aeroplex has so far attracted all the suppliers.

Since 1990, Airbus has spent $140 billion in the
United States with hundreds of suppliers, including
Alcoa, Eaton, GE, Goodrich, Hamilton Sundstrand,
Honeywell, Northrop Grumman, PPG, Pratt & Whitney, Rockwell Collins and Spirit Aerosystems. And
those are just the big suppliers. Building an aircraft
takes hundreds of smaller suppliers as well.
Economic development professionals, including
Mobile Airport Authority Executive Director Roger
Wehner, found themselves having to temper those
expectations.
A matter of time
Many recalled what happened when MercedesThe continued excitement is understandable. Air- Benz came to Alabama -- it drew scores of suppliers
bus has a very long list of suppliers, both in and out- into the state.
“Early on,” Wehner told the Gulf Coast Reporters’
side the United States. It spends 42 percent of its airLeague Aerospace Newsletter, “even when the final
craft-related procurement in the United States. It
buys more parts, components, tooling and other ma- assembly line hadn’t gone vertical yet, people were
saying, ‘Where are all the suppliers?’ We had to tell
terial from the United States than from any other
them, ‘Who would they supply?’ It has been a big
country. In fact, Airbus is the largest export cuseducational learning curve for people.”
tomer for the United States aerospace industry.
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Wehner and others continue to appeal for patience Florida
and understanding of how the aerospace industry
Despite not yet landing any Airbus-related suppligrows and evolves around such a huge industry an- ers, a lot of activity is taking place in Northwest
chor as the $600 million Airbus final assembly line. Florida to prepare for the company’s suppliers.
But Mobile has already benefitted. Slowly but
Pensacola hasn’t landed an Airbus supplier, but it
surely they have been coming in to set up shop. Incould be argued that the decision of Airbus to build a
deed, the first supplier, Safran, announced its inten- plant in Mobile led to VT Mobile Aerospace Engitions before the plant was built. Since then, more
neering (VT MAE) opting to expand into Pensacola.
than a dozen have arrived. Three clusters -- engiVT MAE has had maintenance, repair and overneering, final assembly line work and interiors -- are haul operation at the Aeroplex since 1991, and when
forming at the Aeroplex.
it came time to expand, it looked outside of Mobile.
First among the aerospace industries to gravitate to Several locations were in the running, but it opted to
the Aeroplex were the engineering and construction establish a satellite MRO site at Pensacola Internafirms that built the Airbus facility.
tional Airport. Pensacola also attracted Aero Sekur,
Some construction firms left, but others opted to
and combined the two will account for some 315
keep a permanent presence at the Aeroplex, recog- aviation positions.
nizing the growth expected to come over time.
Northwest Florida is a long-standing hot spot for
Wehner said engineering firms
military aviation. It’s the home of
that have located in Mobile are
Naval Air Station Pensacola; Na“One
of
the
things
we
predominantly European and work
val Air Station Whiting Field in
closely with Airbus engineers. (See
always knew with the Milton; Eglin Air Force Base,
engineering firms story in the AuHurlburt Field and Duke Field, all
supplier network was in Okaloosa County; and Tyndall
gust 2015 aerospace newsletter,
pages 3-4)
Air Force Base near Panama City
that Airbus had to
“We created a space specifically
in Bay County.
manufacture more
for this purpose to incentivize these
Economic development agencies
early adopters and make it as easy
the region have thrown out the
than four aircraft per in
as possible for them to be here,”
welcome mat. Santa Rosa County
Wehner said.
Economic Development Office
month before they
The second aerospace cluster
makes clear on its website homewould
relocate.”
comprises final assembly line
page that it is “at the center of
(FAL) service and support. GerAmerica’s new aerospace hub.” It
- Scott Luth
many’s Broetje recently announced
also urges readers to: “See what
it’s coming to Mobile. In March,
Northwest Florida has to offer the
Miller Transfer, which trucks the sections from the
aerospace industry.”
port to the assembly site, said it would establish an
Ogletree of the Santa Rosa Economic Developoffice at the Aeroplex.
ment Office said Northwest Florida has a high conFAL contractors do things like installing engines, centration of military retirees with skills relevant to
inflating tires, maintaining small tools, preparing and the aerospace industry. Pluses include a lot of cominstalling batteries, and painting the finished aircraft. mercial and private airports, as well as military bases
The third cluster puts the finishing touches on the that are aviation-focused.
interior of the plane, Wehner said. Seats, entertainSanta Rosa County is home to Whiting Field, one
ment systems, galleys and other original equipment of the Navy’s two primary pilot training bases. It
specifications vary according to which airline is pur- trains Navy, Marine, Coast Guard and Air Force
chasing the airframe. The most recent addition to
aviators, as well as those of allied nations. It’s the
that cluster is Recaro Aircraft Seating of Germany.
busiest air station in the world, accounting for nearly
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Suppliers post-Airbus FAL
tenant

specialty

AAA Aerospace

FAL services

Broetje

FAL services

Miller Transfer

FAL services

Vartan

interiors integration

Recaro

seating

Zodiac

Interiors/in-flight entertainment

Akka

engineering

Assystems

engineering

Inter-Informatics

engineering

Safran Engineering

engineering

Sonovision

engineering

Comau

jigs and tools

Reel

jigs and tools

MAAS Aviation

paint

Messier Bugatti Dowty

landing gear wheels and brakes

Source: Mobile Airport Authority

“We’ve not had any commitments but we continue
to work on possible opportunities,” Luth said. “One
of the things we always knew with the supplier network was that Airbus had to manufacture more than
four aircraft per month before they would relocate.”
Luth remains optimistic that future Airbus suppliers
will choose the region.
“Hopefully, we’ll have something to announce in
the coming months,” he said.
One of the main initiatives in Northwest Florida
has been to close a huge skills gap that was pointed
to as a top priority of Airbus leaders. Pensacola State
College quickly ramped up its aerospace- and aviation-related courses, certifications and degrees. It
plans one day to build a $26 million Science, Technology, Engineering and Math, or STEM Center at
the Pensacola International Airport next door to its
main campus.
Whether to support the Airbus assembly plant at
the Mobile Aerospace at Brookley or other aviationrelated companies, local leaders plan to make sure
they have world-class facilities to entice them.
Mississippi

1.5 million annual flight operations, some 160,000
flight hours per year, which is about 14 percent of all
Navy flight hours.
One of the major projects in the county is Whiting
Aviation Park, adjacent to the air station. Plans call
for a 267-acre site that will have access to Whiting’s
runway.
There are nine sites in Northwest Florida that are
certified as ready for development in Gulf Power’s
First Site program. And all of them are considered
important in the bid to get Airbus suppliers.
Ogletree points out that economic development
leaders from the region attend trade shows and conferences where they are able to make connections
with suppliers.
“We are still hopeful to get suppliers … We continue to knock on their doors,” Ogletree said.
FloridaWest Economic Development Alliance
Chief Executive Officer Scott Luth said his office
gets many inquiries and pushes aerospace as one of
its six main industries.

So far, Mississippi has yet to attract a Tier 1 supplier for Airbus, but economic developers still consider landing one a priority.
A spokesperson for the Mississippi Development
Authority said, “Right now, Airbus is still using its
existing supplier chain. We believe as the project
moves forward, there will be opportunities for suppliers in Mississippi.”
Ashley Edwards, president of the Gulf Coast Business Council, said, “Mississippi’s leaders and those
along the Gulf Coast partnered closely with the State
of Alabama on the Airbus project because we knew
landing Airbus in Mobile would present a
tremendous opportunity to attract suppliers to South
Mississippi, given our geographic proximity and
strong business climate.”
In its marketing, MDA refers to Mississippi as “a
full spectrum aerospace state with leading
manufacturers in unmanned aerial systems, manned
aircraft and the space industry.”
It lists Lockheed, Northrop Grumman, General
Atomics, Aurora Flight Sciences, Rolls Royce, IAI
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North America, GE Aviation, Raytheon,
Finmecanica, Boeing, Airbus, Aerojet Rocketdyne
and SpaceX operations.
The Jackson County Economic Development
Foundation displays the pitch for suppliers
prominently on its website, touting proximity to the
Airbus plant at the top of its list of assets.
“About 30 minutes by Interstate 10, with quick
access by rail and airport sites available, Jackson
County is well-positioned to support aviation
manufacturing and supply facilities,” it reads.
It notes its reputation for “strategic public/private
partnerships,” and touts the workforce training
resources and programs in the county and region that
enhance the labor pool from specialty engineering to
manufacturing jobs.
Said Edwards, “These supplier projects are exactly
the kind of aerospace industry opportunities our
economic developers continue to aggressively
pursue. The aerospace industry is alive and well on

the Mississippi Gulf Coast and it continues to be one
of the best opportunities to spur transformational
change in our coastal economy.”
Mississippi Power also has a site certification
program called Project Ready that uses an outside
party to determine if a site is ready for development.
In the Mississippi Power service area, which
includes 24 counties in South Mississippi, a dozen
sites have been certified, including six in the I-10
corridor. Those sites include aviation-focused
Stennis Space Center and Jackson County Aviation
Technology Center.
- Compiled from reports by Duwayne Escobedo,
Lisa Monti, Martha Simmons and David Tortorano,
some of which appeared in previous Gulf Coast Reporters’ League publications.
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Artist’s drawing of Space Launch System launch. Space is just one of the aviation activities in the region.

NASA illustration

I-10 aerospace footprint

W

ithout doubt the production of the first
Airbus jetliner made in the United States
was a big event for Mobile, Ala., and the
broader Gulf Coast region.
The Airbus enterprise has managed to shine a very
bright international spotlight on a region of the country that has a long history as an aerospace and aviation hot spot.
Aerospace is a $240 billion industry in the U.S.,
with workers skilled in everything from assembly
line work to engineering and maintenance work. It’s
a research-intensive field and key to the economy of
the Southeast.
On the Gulf Coast, military aviation has been a
cornerstone of the economy going back to the earliest days of aviation. It’s home of the first naval air
station in the nation, and for a long time was the
only one. Military aviators have been trained in the
region for a century, and in more recent years it’s
been the region where pilots have been trained to fly

the highly advanced fifthgeneration F-35 and F-22 fighters. It’s where the Air Force develops aerial weaponry, and
headquarters for Air Force Special Operations.
The Interstate10 region is also
where NASA has two facilities
David Tortorano
crucial to space programs. It
builds and tests the next generation of NASA spaceships at Michoud Assembly Facility in New Orleans
and Stennis Space Center in Mississippi.
Michoud Assembly Facility has been making large
space structures since the early days of NASA’s
space programs, and Stennis Space Center near Bay
St. Louis is NASA’s largest rocket engine test facility. But the space activity goes beyond NASA.
Commercial space companies are building some of
their hardware in this region, as well as developing
and testing propulsion systems. In just the past year
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commercial space powerhouse SpaceX started R&D
work at Stennis Space Center for a rocket engine that
will power a space vehicle to an eventual trip to
Mars.
The I-10 region’s aerospace activities put it in a
number of select, unique “clubs.” With an Airbus
assembly line, it joins a small group of sites where
large passenger jets are assembled, and having two
NASA facilities puts it in a small group involved in
spaceflight. Further, it’s the only region that trains
pilots to fly two fifth-generation fighters.
The region is also where research and applied technologies work is done in fields tied to aerospace, like
high-performance materials, artificial intelligence/
robotics, geospatial applications and more.
All this activity has attracted to the region some of
the biggest names in aerospace and defense, companies that have operations spanning the region.
Airbus, Boeing, Lockheed Martin, United Technologies, Northrop Grumman, Raytheon, GE Aviation,
Finmeccanica, Safran, Rolls-Royce and more have
operations in the Gulf Coast region.
In addition to the big companies, this is also home
of a large number of home-grown aerospace and
aviation-related startups, including some that have
been highly successful and expanded their activities
across the nation.

U.S. Air Force photo

F-35 and F-22 flying together at Eglin Air Force Base, Fla.

In addition, the four states with a piece of the I-10
region have made aerospace and aviation part of
their targeted industries, and it’s in the I-10 region
where the aerospace interests of all four intersect.
Within the I-10 Gulf Coast corridor a win for one
of the states can impact the other three. That was
made clear during the competition between Boeing
and Airbus to build tankers for the U.S. Air Force.
Mobile, which was promised the tanker plant if Airbus won, was able to convince neighbors to back its
effort. The argument was made that the plant would
benefit all four states.
Mobile didn’t get the tanker project, but Airbus did
decide to build an A320 final assembly line at the
Mobile Aeroplex. As with the tanker, the neighbors
expect they’ll eventually benefit from having the
plant in Mobile (see page 22).

The Northwest Florida portion of the Gulf Coast I10 aerospace region is part of the No. 2 state in the
nation for aerospace, aviation and space establishments. Florida has more than 2,000 companies employing 82,000 plus workers, and it’s continuing to
grow. The state is the No. 1 in PricewaterhouseCoopers 2015 Aerospace Manufacturing Attractiveness Rankings.
The best-known aerospace and aviation activity in
Florida is in the region called the Space Coast. It’s
home to Kennedy Space Center, Cape Canaveral and
Patrick Air Force Base. Since the earliest days of the
space race this is the location where Americans ventured into space. It’s also the area where private
space companies have set up operations to take advantage of idled NASA facilities.
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The South Alabama portion of the Gulf Coast I-10
corridor is part of a state best known for north Alabama’s Huntsville, home of the Army’s Redstone
Arsenal and NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center.
According to the U.S. Department of Labor’s Bureau of Labor Statistics, Alabama has the third highest concentration of aerospace engineers in the nation, and Huntsville the third highest concentration
of metro statistical areas. The fourth-largest concentration in non-metro areas is in Southeast Alabama.
Alabama has more than 300 companies engaged in
the aerospace and defense sectors, according to the
Alabama Aerospace Industries Association. The supply chain includes original equipment manufacturers, technical services, maintenance, repair and overhaul, and parts, suppliers and vendors.
The South Mississippi portion of the I-10 corridor,
home to NASA’s Stennis Space Center, is part of a
state that’s become a key player in the growing field
of unmanned aerial vehicles. Aurora Flight Sciences,
Northrop Grumman Unmanned Systems and Stark
Aerospace all build unmanned aerial systems in Mississippi. It’s also home to the Raspet Flight Research
Aerospace activities at a glance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rocket and jet engine testing
Rocket engine, satellite assembly
Piston engine assembly
Unmanned aerial system plant
Areas approved for unmanned flights
Jetliner final assembly line
Maintenance, repair and overhaul
Military pilot training
Military electronics/cyber training
Aviation specialties training
National Guard aerial combat center
National Guard helicopter repair depot
Restricted land and water ranges
Aerial weapons RDT&E
Applied geospatial technologies
Human-machine cognition research
Advanced manufacturing research
43-acre manufacturing plant
Aerospace parks
Technology transfer offices
Business incubators

NASA photo

An RS-25 rocket engine is hoisted for testing at SSC.

Laboratory at Mississippi State University in Starkville, which in May 2015 was chosen by the Federal
Aviation Administration to head a team of 16 universities as a center of excellence for UAS research.
Pioneer Aerospace has made parachute systems in
the state since the 1930s, and Eaton Aerospace
makes commercial aircraft components. GE Aviation makes jet engine components at two locations.
Louisiana’s aerospace footprint is best known for
NASA’s Michoud Assembly Facility in East New
Orleans, where the first stage of the Saturn V rocket
was built, as well as external fuel tanks for the Space
Shuttle program. Today it’s building components for
the Space Launch System and Orion spacecraft.
South Louisiana is also the site of an 82,300 square
-foot Bell Helicopter assembly facility at Lafayette
Regional Airport, which will begin making Bell 505
JetRanger X helicopters in 2016. AAR Corp. and
Northrop Grumman operate major maintenance, repair and overhaul facilities at Chennault International Airport in Lake Charles, and Aviation Exteriors provides aircraft painting solutions in New
Iberia.
All of this bodes well for the region’s aerospace
and aviation future. While much of the attention has
been on Airbus, it’s quite likely others will look at
this region and will see why Airbus is here.
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Is passenger rail in region’s future?
food and beverage
revenue.
In addition to being
a big plus for the tourism industry, the rail
The region
line could also have
implications for the
region’s workforce, allowing workers to look even
t’s been a decade since passenger rail linked
further east and west for jobs.
the vibrant cities of the Gulf Coast Interstate
Amtrak launched Gulf Coast service with the daily
10 region, a major hole in the transportation
system of an area so closely tied socially and Gulf Coast Limited, operated between Mobile and
New Orleans during the 1984 World’s Fair. The sereconomically. But a resolution may be near.
vice was jointly funded by Alabama, Mississippi and
A December 2015 study for the Southern Rail
Louisiana and was well patronized, but Mississippi
Commission by Amtrak, “Report for the Southern
dropped funding and the service ended in 1985.
Rail Commission on Potential Gulf Coast Service
From 1993-2005 Amtrak also operated an extenRestoration Options,” made it clear the region’s
sion of the Sunset Limited through the region as part
economy would benefit.
of a transcontinental Los Angeles-Florida run. Then
“The Gulf Coast region is home to numerous reat the request of the Southern Rail Commission, in
gional, national and global tourist destinations and
1996 the Gulf Coast Limited was restarted with fievents, including New Orleans’ Mardi Gras, the
nancial support of Alabama, Louisiana and Missistheme parks of central Florida, Gulf Coast beaches
sippi. While the Gulf Coast limited proved to be sucand casino gaming/resorts,” said the report.
cessful, it ended in 1997 due to inconsistent multi“Major league sports teams, NCAA bowl games,
state funding.
three cruise terminals with weekly market massThe 2,764-mile Sunset
market cruise ship departures and convention opportunities also draw visitors to communities in the re- Limited continued and
was initially a success.
gion, while military bases and major defense conBut over time it had
tractor facilities bring business and military traveltimekeeping problems.
ers,” it said.
Trains sometimes ran
“Reintroduction of rail passenger service to this
as much as a day late.
market presents numerous marketing opportunities
But it was Hurricane
and Amtrak has the marketing capacity to assist in
promoting any service which is implemented,” said Katrina that ended
service in 2005. After
the executive summary.
Amtrak took a look at five options, and two of the much talk over the
options came to the forefront. Under Alternative A, years, it’s beginning
to look like the time
the City of New Orleans line would be extended to
Orlando and there would be an additional Mobile-to- is at hand.
A report is due to
New Orleans line.
Congress in September.
Combined they would draw 153,900 passengers
- David Tortorano
annually and $12.7 million in annual ticket sales and

Train service in the I-10 region
would be a boon for tourism,
and cross-state work patterns
could expand...

I

Page 30: Amtrak train arrives at Pensacola, Fla., during a two-day inspection tour.
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Avoiding being left at the station
as part of the process
in looking at bringing
rail service back to the
Gulf Coast. About 250
politicians, dignitaries
and media members
rode on the train.
Leaders from cities such as Biloxi, Gulfport and Bay
BATON ROUGE, La.
St. Louis showcased renovated train stations that
could be used.
“The thing that impressed me was how it began to
usiness and political leaders from across the
Gulf South are banding together to bring pas- build,” said Mark Murphy, general manager of long
senger rail service back to the region, and in distance service for Amtrak, according to the Sun
Herald. He was aboard the inspection train and said
a very big way.
It’s not just the return of Amtrak’s Gulf Coast ser- that each community tried to outdo the next with size
vice. Baton Rouge and New Orleans officials want to of the celebration.
“I do believe our efforts are finally paying off,”
get onboard with a commuter line between the two
said Greg White, chairman of the Southern Rail
cities, and Louisiana and Mississippi are talking
Commission (SRC), an
about a line along the Inagency set up by Conterstate 20 corridor.
gress in 1982 to proThe Gulf Coast passenmote safe, efficient pasger service is getting a lot
senger service.
of press right now. From
Knox Ross, secretaryApril 1993 until Hurritreasurer of the SRC, said
cane Katrina hit in Authe cities that are sucgust 2005, Amtrak operceeding and growing
ated an extension of the
have made tremendous
Sunset Limited through
commitments to trains.
Mississippi and Alabama
That includes places
as part of a transcontinenacross the political spectal Los Angeles-Florida
trum, from Austin, Texas,
run. That extension east
to Salt Lake City, Utah.
of New Orleans has been
“These are amenities
in limbo since the devasPhoto by Bruce Graner
young people want,”
tating storm.
Ross told The Advocate
But there’s been some
movement to restore the service, as part of a $9.5 bil- of Baton Rouge in November during a panel discussion on passenger rail service at the 10th Annual
lion long-distance Amtrak service that would run
Louisiana Smart Growth Summit.
from Chicago to New Orleans, then travel through
Ross said along with the study about extending
Mississippi, Alabama and Northwest Florida and
Amtrak service to Orlando, there’s talk about createventually end up in Orlando.
ing a line along the Interstate 20 corridor linking
Amtrak sent an inspection train on a two-day trip
Dallas-Fort Worth with Meridian, Miss.
from New Orleans to Jacksonville in mid-February

The interest in rail in the
region includes a Baton Rougeto-New Orleans commuter and
an Interstate 20 line...

B
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“So many of our cities are
losing air service, they’re at a
competitive disadvantage,”
Ross, the mayor of Pelahatchie, Miss., told The Advocate. Rail service allows communities to tie themselves to a
larger metro area.
Other efforts to bring passenger rail to the region are
also gaining momentum. Even
though Louisiana faces an
$800 million budget shortfall
in the upcoming fiscal year,
Gov. John Bel Edwards has
said he wants the state to be a
leader in restoring passenger
rail service to the Gulf South.
“Louisiana will not be left at
the station when it comes to
passenger rail in this part of
Well-wishers greet Amtrak in Gulfport, Miss.
Photo courtesy City of Gulfport
the country,” Edwards, a Democrat, said during his state of the state address in
Kristin Gisleson Palmer, the chairwoman of the rail
advance of the current legislative session. To proauthority and a former New Orleans City Councilmote rail service, he’s backing a bill to make state
woman, said passenger rail is needed to enhance contransportation funds more flexible in terms of match- nectivity between Baton Rouge and New Orleans.
ing federal dollars.
She noted that more than 50,000
Edwards’ stance is a contrast to
“Louisiana will not be people commute daily across the
that of his predecessor. Former
region and those numbers will only
Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal flatly left at the station when go up, because of a $75 billion
rejected using any federal funds for it comes to passenger building boom projected to happen
passenger rail service. But backers
in the South Louisiana petrochemirail
in
this
part
of
the
of a passenger rail line between
cal industry over the next decade.
Baton Rouge and New Orleans
Along with expanding the labor
country.”
said that ended up being a good
pool for petrochemical jobs,
thing, since it allowed a grass-roots
Palmer said a passenger rail line
Gov. John Bel Edwards
movement to develop organically.
would increase productivity, serve
And Jindal did support a 2010 bill
as a reliable means of transportathat allows local political leaders to form governing tion in case of emergency evacuation and reduce vebodies to implement rail systems. Those organizahicle emissions.
tions can levy fees to pay for the rail service and acA 2014 study by HNTB Corp., an engineering firm
quire land for stations.
with offices across the U.S., pegged the cost of estabThat bill led to the formation of the Louisiana Su- lishing a Baton Rouge-to-New Orleans rail line at
per Region Rail Authority, which is made up of four $262 million, less than half of previous estimates.
representatives from the parishes between Baton
Rouge and New Orleans.
(Station continued on page 36)
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Mobile Press Register photo by Mike Kittrell

Interstate 10 traffic heading east into Wallace Tunnel on Memorial Day weekend, May 22, 2015.

Work on bridge could start in ’17
widened Jubilee Parkway, commonly
or years, travelers on Interstate 10 have been known as the
coping with ever-worsening traffic congestion “Bayway.”
Matt Ericksen, assisalong the stretch that crosses the Mobile
tant region engineer
River and Mobile Bay in southwest Alabama. And
for just as long, the Alabama Department of Transfor ALDOT’s Southwest Region, said recently the
portation has been working on a solution.
project is in a preliminary engineering phase in supIf things come together just right, an ALDOT engi- port of a Final Environmental Impact Statement.
neer said, 2017 may be the year drivers see shovels
The FEIS, a requirement under the National Envihitting the dirt and construction crews starting work ronmental Protection Act, will result in a final deteron a long-planned bridge project that will route traf- mination of the bridge location and other design feafic around the Wallace Tunnel bottleneck and onto a tures. Ericksen said the FEIS could be ready for sub-

MOBILE, Ala.

F
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mission to the Federal Department of Transportation
by the end of this year.
The current process is intense, Ericksen said.
“We have lots of environmental impacts we have
to address,” he said. “There’s a lot of preliminary
engineering (underway) to determine the impact.”
This preliminary engineering includes:
• Traffic analysis – answering remaining questions

about traffic needs and how best to meet them;
• Storm surge analysis – making sure the project,
particularly the expanded Bayway, can withstand
tidal surges associated with tropical cyclones;
• Foundation analysis – geologic tests for footings
of the new structures;
• Environmental analysis – the project’s impact
on wildlife, wetlands and aesthetics, as well as
consideration of possible bicycle/pedestrian
options;
• Interchange configurations – several have to be
studied, including tying the new span into the
existing I-10, as well the middle bay link to the
US 90/98 Causeway and the eastern end of the
bay crossing at the Spanish Fort/Daphne exits.
Once the FEIS is approved, ALDOT can then finalize the design, secure funding and let the project out
for bids.
Solving the bottleneck

The Wallace Tunnel, which carries I-10 traffic under the Mobile River, opened in 1973 with the expectation that its four lanes – two in each direction –
would handle about 36,000 vehicles per day. Today,
Ericksen said, the twin tubes see about 80,000 vehicles on a typical day, a number that balloons to about
100,000 during the peak summer driving season.
With the growth the Mobile Bay region is experiencing – particularly in the communities on the Eastern
Shore – it stands to reason that congestion will only
get worse.
After a long process, ALDOT settled on a new, sixlane high-rise bridge along with an expansion of the
Bayway to eight lanes as the best way to tame the
traffic tie-ups for years to come.
The process has involved weighing several alternatives, but once a bridge was chosen, determining a

site became the main focus. ALDOT has several locations under consideration, but its preferred site is
called “B Prime,” chosen based on several factors,
including cost, disruption to businesses and impact
on the environment and historic sites.
Paying for it

Paying for the bridge, which has been estimated to
cost $850 million or more, is perhaps the biggest unanswered question.
“Funding options are open at this point,” said
Ericksen.
One potential source is the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation, or “FAST” act, a federal transportation bill signed into law in December. It was the
first long-term federal transportation act passed by
Congress in more than 10 years.
Major infrastructure projects, such as the new
bridge, could receive funding this way, Ericksen
said. “We’re eligible for grants under the FAST act,”
he said.
Another possibility that has been raised would be
using some of Alabama’s share of GOMESA funding to help pay for the project.
GOMESA – the Gulf of Mexico Energy Security
Act – is a revenue-sharing program that compensates
the four Gulf states for the environmental impact of
offshore oil production. U.S. Rep. Bradley Byrne, RAla., was quoted last year as saying some of the
money available to the state in 2017 could be used
for the bridge because of its use as a storm evacuation route.
Yet another source of funding mentioned would be
a toll on vehicles using the bridge. While this may
not a popular option for motorists accustomed to
having free access to roads, Ericksen said the public
needn’t worry that tolls would create the kind of traffic backups sometimes associated with toll booths.
Technology has advanced to the point that drivers
on toll roads don’t even have to slow down to pay,
thanks to car-mounted transducers that automatically
debit the fee from a user’s toll account. And cars
without the device could be charged through the use
of “plate readers” that record a car’s tag and allow
the state to simply send a bill to the vehicle’s registered owner. These systems are already in use in
other places, said Ericksen.
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About the author
And even if a toll is placed on the new bridge, the
Matt Irvin, former assistant
engineer said, it probably would not be extended to
metro editor at the Mobile
the city’s other river crossings.
Press-Register, is a free“There would still be a free route,” he said. Paying
lance writer, researcher and
a toll to cross the river would be the driver’s decision
editor. Through a newspabased on whether the time savings are worth the
per career that spanned
cost, he said.
more than 30 years, he
It may be that the project will be tackled in phases,
worked as a reporter, page
as funding comes available.
designer, copy editor and news editor. He's a
“For (the) B Prime (route), there is still some rightnative of the Gulf Coast region and lives in
of-way purchase needed,” Ericksen said, so while
Mobile, Ala. □
matters relating to the bridge are being finalized,
work on widening the Bayway could get underway –
maybe even next year.
ALDOT has remained focused on the project,
While no construction timetable has been schedEricksen said, so even if things seem to have quieted
uled, ALDOT has said that other projects of similar down, progress is being made.
size and scope have taken six to eight years from
“It’s being pursued daily,” he said.
start to finish.
■■■
“You can make the case this train will operate between our two cities in four years, if not less,” Spain
said.
(Continued from page 33)
Ross said he’s closely following what’s going on
To save costs, HNTB advised leasing trains instead with the Baton Rouge-to-New Orleans rail service.
of purchasing them. Tickets could be as low as $10
“We’ve found over the past three or four years that
each way. Ridership for twice-daily service is estia win for one of us is a win for us all,” he said. “A
mated at 210,000 in the first year, HNTB said. The
win shows constituents in each one of our states that
service would include stops in between the two cit- this can be done.”
ies, and could ultimately grow to more frequent service with a possible station near the New Orleans
■■■
International Airport. “We’ve gotten costs down substantially,” Palmer said.
About the author
John Spain, executive vice president of the Baton
Timothy Boone has more
Rouge Area Foundation, one of the groups that comthan 20 years of experience
missioned the HNTB study, has repeatedly said that
working for newspapers
he thinks rail service between Baton Rouge and New
and business magazines in
Orleans could start in a few years. The existing infraLouisiana and Mississippi.
structure owned by Kansas City Southern and CanaHe has covered beats rangdian National would be utilized by the passenger
ing from casinos to real esline. While crossings would need to be upgraded and
tate. He's worked for the
rail lines would need to be doubled in some sections
Alexandria Daily Town Talk, the Daily Iberian,
to allow for freight and passenger trains, the biggest
Mississippi Press, the Sun Herald of Biloxicapital cost would be a 1.8-mile wooden rail bridge
Gulfport, the Advocate and Baton Rouge Busiacross the Bonnet Carre Spillway near New Orleans.
ness Report. He lives in Baton Rouge, La. □
That would cost $62.1 million.
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First moment of motor passion

I

t was early summer
1964, in the mythical
land of Up North. I didn’t know yet “Up
North” was a phrase folks
around Detroit used when referring to their weekend getaway camps, no matter where
in Michigan they were.
Spending a weekend at Aunt Lucille’s cabin, I had
set out early to dig worms for our day of fishing.
Aunt Lucille had cautioned me to be quiet about it.
“Some honeymooners came in late last night to
stay at the cabin next door,” she said.
I never saw it coming, but I heard it -- like Ulysses
heard the sirens’ calls. I was drawn to it, that deep
throaty rumble underlying a piercing staccato beat. It
stirred something in me. As I stepped from behind
the cabin I found myself 15 feet from the source of
the semi-hypnotic sound.
The morning sun illuminated droplets of water in
the vapor coming from the dual chrome exhaust tips
as dew shimmered on the deck lid of a deep-red ’64
Chevelle Malibu SS.
I hadn’t noticed no one was in the car, I was just
standing there in a state of sensory overload. Nothing
was going on in my 9-year-old brain but the sights
and sounds of my first moment of true passion.
I don’t know how long I stood at the rear of the car
before my trance was broken by a young man approaching.
“If you’ll put down that shovel you can come
closer and get a better look,” he said. I was a little
embarrassed I hadn’t put it down back in the garden.
The guy was opening the trunk as I let the shovel fall
to the ground.
Remembering my aunt’s caution, I offered to close
the trunk very carefully. “There are some honeymooners staying in that cabin, and they got in late.”
“I know,” he said as he winked at me. “My wife is
one of them.”

He disappeared into the cabin and I was alone
again with the most awesome creation I’d ever seen.
I had touched it. Smelled it. I was in love and I hadn’t gotten past the quarter panel. In the next few minutes, I soaked up every detail: the SS badges, 327 cu.
in. crossed flags, chrome Hurst shifter, vinyl bucket
seats, tachometer, and the interior’s smell. I circled
the car over and over, finding more details each time.
It was my first case of “carburetor love” and I’ve
never gotten over it. I hope I never do.
As I roll through life, I’m guided by the drive and
passion of the high-performance culture. I enjoy motorsports of all kinds and will share stories from different genres with you. I worked in the auto industry
for decades, and will offer practical advice about
buying, owning, and maintaining your wheels.
I encourage you to share your thoughts and ideas
by contacting me at wheeler.gcrl@gmail.com.
And you can call me “Wheels” -- all my other
friends do.
■■■

About the columnist
Lawrence Wheeler has
been a freelance automotive
writer since 2002, contributing technology-related content to such periodicals as
MotorHome and Trailer Life,
and as a columnist for Auto
World Magazine. He was
technical adviser for Edmunds.com’s Inside
Line news feed and the North American International Auto Show’s Notes & Quotes media
publication. Most recently he has been the annual Cruisin’ The Coast correspondent for the
Sun Herald in Biloxi, Miss. He lives in Bay St.
Louis, Miss. □
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Change in wind for hurricane insurance
A nonprofit insurance pool
could cut wind premiums in
half, a big savings IF there’s no
major hurricane anytime soon...
ORANGE BEACH, Ala.

A

fter hurricanes Ivan and Katrina, state
Rep. Joe Faust paid $4,800 to insure his
home two miles east of Mobile Bay in
Fairhope. Over the last five years, his premium for wind and all other perils has dropped to
just under $3,000.
For Faust, that isn’t good enough. His wind deductible is still 5 percent of the value of the home. As
far as he’s concerned, he has no wind coverage.
“I’m 75 years old. I don’t want to come up with
$15,000,” Faust said.
Faust is well aware that many
homeowners in Mobile and Baldwin counties are in the same
shape. Insurance premiums that
doubled and tripled after hurricanes Ivan in 2004 and Katrina in
2005 may have been dropping in
the last few years, but people who
Jane Nicholes
live in the coastal counties dread
the next big storm.
The Baldwin County Republican said he’s been
trying to do something about coastal insurance ever
since the wicked back-to-back hurricanes, repeatedly
arguing that residents in north Alabama tornado
country don’t pay near the same wind premiums
charged in the south. He’s the sponsor of a bill that
would bring big changes to coastal wind coverage.
The main components are a new nonprofit wind
pool essentially controlled by the Alabama Department of Insurance and its commissioner, cuts of up to
50 percent in wind premiums of homeowners in the

current pool, and a
system of assessments
on insured homes if
overall hurricane damages exceed the money
in the pool.
“I’ve been the bellringer on this thing,”
Faust said. “All I want
is a level playing field
for my people down
here.”

Editor’s note: The cost of insurance is a big issue for the coast,
and impacts economic development. But there are encouraging
signs, including a rate drop for
some as more companies write
policies and time goes on without a hurricane. There’s even
talk of a multi-state approach.
We look at what’s happening in
South Alabama in this installment of an ongoing series.

The legislation
came out of the
Coastal Insurance
Working Group created by Gov. Robert
Bentley last summer.
The group includes Faust and other local legislators
as well as members of the grass-roots Homeowners
Hurricane Insurance Initiative. The CIWG put together a 59-page report (www.hhii.us) with multiple
wide-ranging recommendations.
The legislation is backed by the state Department
of Insurance and Bentley, but opposed by Alabama
Independent Insurance Agents Inc. Both entities
agree that premiums and deductibles remain too high
and change is needed. Both are concerned that too
many people in the coastal counties have dropped
wind insurance entirely or are what is known as
“functionally uninsured,” meaning they have insurance only for the actual cash value of their homes
and may not be able to afford repairs with the money
paid out after the wind deductible.
Both entities also agree that the bill is complicated.
Whether it will pass in the current session is unclear.
Some 200 people turned out for a March community meeting in Orange Beach, and they had so many
questions the meeting ran about 30 minutes overtime.
Deputy Insurance Commissioner Charles Angell,

Page 38: Wigfield Resort after it was severely damaged by Hurricane Ivan in 2004.
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who has been involved with the initiative, explained
how the proposal would work.
“When the next hurricane comes through there are
way too many homeowners down here who do not
have wind insurance. After the hurricane their homes
are going to be damaged,” Angell said.
“They’re going to have blue tarps on their roofs
and those blue tarps are going to stay there for a couple of years because those homeowners aren’t going
to have the money to repair their roofs. That’s not
good for the local economy, which in turn is not
good for the state.”
Change starts with eliminating the Alabama Insurance Underwriting Association, more commonly
known as the “beach pool” or the “wind pool.” The
AIUA dates back to the 1970s and was created by the
insurance industry in conjunction with the state and
the Alabama Legislature. It was the go-to insurer for
people living in Mobile and Baldwin counties who
couldn’t obtain wind insurance any other way.
The new agency, the Alabama Coastal Insurance
Authority, would be a nonprofit entity. The state insurance department would appoint board members
and the chief executive officer, regulate it and approve rates. It would be exempt from the state insurance premium tax, and would get $1.5 million of that
tax annually.
“We’re going to lower the rates by 45 to 50 percent
from the replacement cost rate for AIUA,” Angell
said. “If you have an actual cash policy, we’re going
to lower the rates about 20 percent from that level,
but you’re getting the replacement value.”
All policies would be for replacement value.
Ninety percent of the participants in the current wind
pool have actual cash value policies, not the more
expensive replacement value policy.
To raise initial capital, wind pool policy-holders
moving to the ACIA would be asked to contribute 25
percent of their initial savings one time. They would
also have the option of lowering their wind deductibles to as little as 1 percent of the value of the home.
“You won’t be any worse off under the new program than what you are paying today in your wind
premium,” Angell said. That pledge is one of the key
components of the plan. Another is that the strategy
is based on paying for actual damage from a hurri-

Press-Register, Mary Hattler

Hurricane Ivan damaged crosses at Malbis Memorial Church.

cane that has struck already rather than on the predicted risk of what might happen.
“We’re going to lower your rates, and your rates
will be lower as long as we don’t have a hurricane,”
Angell said. And there lies the gamble.
Baldwin and Mobile counties were hit first by
Ivan in 2004, with the heavier damage in Baldwin,
and then by Katrina in 2005. According to the Insurance Information Institute (www.iii.org.), Katrina
proved to be the most damaging hurricane in history,
and Ivan was No. 7.
No such major hurricane has struck South Alabama
since 2005. The longer that dry spell continues, the
more money would build up in the authority to cover
eventual claims. On the other hand, a major storm in
the first year of the new plan or multiple major
storms over the next 10 years would be, if not the
worst-case scenario, a bad one.
Angell’s hypothetical offers a better understanding
of how the authority might or might not save coastal
homeowners a lot of money.
* Suppose a replacement value wind premium in
the AIUA currently costs $2,000 annually. That premium would be cut to $1,000 annually with the
ACIA.
* Ten years later a hurricane does $500 million in
damage to Mobile and Baldwin counties. To cover
the damage, the ACIA would issue bonds for 20
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years, and each policy-holder property would be assessed $28 a year for the next 20 years. But the premium would remain at $1,000.
* If a hurricane strikes in years 4 and 8, with the
same $500 million in damage each time, the assessments for each would total $1,382, still lower than
the original $2,000 premium
* But suppose five hurricanes occur over the next
10 years: three of them in the first year of the ACIA,
one in year 5 and one in year 10. Damages range
from $300 million to $1.5 billion. The assessment
would be $806 for the first three storms because the
pool would not be built up enough to cover the cost.
Assessments for the fourth and fifth storms would
bring the total to $1,066 annually, or more than the
original $1,000 saved.

“It could be $28, or it could be $828,” he said.
“There’s going to be a sticker shock to you if the tax
assessor tells you all of a sudden that you’ve got a
big assessment. You’re going to have to remember
that you signed up for this.”
The entire plan, however, is voluntary. No one will
be forced to buy a policy through ACIA. If a private
insurer, whether it is admitted and regulated by the
state or whether it’s a surplus line, offers a better
deal, that’s fine, Angell said.
“I would strongly encourage every single person to
get with an agent or an insurance company representative and to look at what all of the options are for
you. This may not be the option for you. But it
might.”

The independent agents association wants to “tap
the brakes” on the entire bill, said
However, the bill caps the annual
executive vice president Bill Sager.
assessment at the amount the
No
such
major
It isn’t specific enough about how
homeowner saved to begin with, or
$1,000. That’s when other homehurricane has struck things will work and could have
unintended consequences, he said.
owners in the state would be asSouth Alabama since
The association agrees aggressive
sessed a share of the remaining
$66. Angell estimates that would
2005. The longer that changes are needed on the coast and
applauds the work of the CIWG.
amount to about $7 for each homeowner. He also says there is about dry spell continues, the “We believe that there’s enough
a 6 percent chance of this actually
more money would information there that can be used
to mold a better answer.”
happening.
build up in the
The association promotes competition in the private sector and has
Other essentials of the proposal
authority to cover
worked to bring new carriers into
make a big difference for homethe Mobile-Baldwin market. As a
owners. For example, the assesseventual claims.
result, seven to nine carriers have
ment is attached to the property,
either come in for the first time or
not to the policy-holder, and will
returned, he said.
be put on the property tax bill by the tax assessor’s
“A lot of those could leave if you have a state enoffice. If the property is sold, the assessment is still
part of the property and must either be paid in full by tity that comes in and reduces rates to well below
what most of those carriers are writing,” Sager said.
the seller or paid annually by the buyer.
Private carriers can’t issue bonds after a storm but
The plan applies to homes whether owned or
must maintain reserves. The result might be higher
rented by the owner. It does not apply to tenants,
rates and fewer choices overall.
condominium unit owners or mobile homes.
“We’re making some inroads, probably not as fast
The danger of the proposal, according to Angell, is
that a policy-holder could spend all the savings and as the residents there would like. I certainly underassume there would never be a severe hurricane re- stand that. There have been some discrepancies in
quiring an assessment. Sooner or later, there proba- rates in the past, and [wind] has been much higher
there.”
bly will be an assessment.
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The bill doesn’t specify underwriting guidelines or
how to move from actual cash value to replacement
value, Sager said.
As for the assessments, they could actually turn
into a liability, he said. If, for example, a $500 a year
assessment is attached for 15 years, it potentially
adds $7,500 to the price of a home. That affects equity and selling price.
But Sager said his group isn’t prepared to offer an
alternative. He complains that Faust’s bill was
dropped less than a month after the CWIG report

came out, and the association hasn’t had time to
come up with a different plan.
The bill shouldn’t be amended or passed in this
session. Instead, more stakeholders need to get together and work out changes based on the CWIG
report, Sager said.
“There are just a lot of moving parts to this thing.”

■■■

Speaking the language

A

t the March community meeting in Orange
Beach, a perplexed woman spoke up. She
had just moved to Alabama from Florida,
and she was having a hard time keeping up with
the acronyms and the terminology tossed around in
a room full of people with firsthand experience in
local property insurance woes.
Most policies cover perils such fire, theft and
liability. Coverage for wind insurance makes up
by far the largest amount of homeowners premiums in Mobile and Baldwin counties. Many homeowners have two separate policies, one for wind
coverage and one for all perils. Flooding is covered by the federal flood insurance program only.
Here is an explanation of the terminology.
CIWG: The Coastal Insurance Working Group was
appointed by Gov. Robert Bentley to offer long-term
solutions to the coastal insurance problems. The report
estimated that the average coastal homeowner’s insurance premium increased by 137 percent between 2005
and 2015, and that more than 20,000 homes in Mobile
and Baldwin counties do not have wind coverage.

ACIA: The Alabama Coastal Insurance Authority, a
nonprofit, would replace the AIUA.
ACV: Actual Cash Value policies pay claims based on
the current value, taking depreciation into account. For
example, the roof of a $100,000 home receives $12,000
worth of damage from a major hurricane. Because the
roof is 15 years old, the claim is depreciated by 50 percent, to $6,000. The policy has a 5 percent wind deductible, or $5,000, so the homeowner receives $1,000
to repair the roof. The CIWG estimates that 90 percent
of the AIUA policies are for actual cash value, leaving
thousands upon thousands of residents “functionally
uninsured.”
Replacement Value: Premiums are much higher but
will pay on the cost to repair damages, not the actual
cash value of the property. All policies written by the
ACIA would be for replacement value.

Assessments: If the ACIA couldn’t cover all the damages from a major storm, policy-holders would be assessed for a certain number of years to cover the difference. Annual assessments would be capped below the
original wind premium, and all Alabama homeowners
would receive small assessments if the policy-holders
in Mobile and Baldwin counties couldn’t cover the cost
AIUA: The Alabama Insurance Underwriting Associaof damages.
tion, also known as the “beach pool” or “wind pool,” is
the insurer of last resort for some 30,000 coastal resi■■■
dents. Dating back to the 1970s, it would be replaced
with the new wind pool.
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The military juggernaut

S

o why have a column
about the military in a
quarterly business publication? The numbers make it
clear -- the defense industry is
huge in this region.
We have 16 federal militbases and operations in the
Interstate 10 corridor between
New Orleans and Panama City, Fla. Go a bit further
north and there’s also Fort Rucker, Ala., and Camp
Shelby, Miss. They employ thousands of people, active duty and civilian, and have a multibillion-dollar
impact through payroll and contracts. And with the
active duty, many of them end up staying here.
I was asked to provide a column because I’ve
known editor David Tortorano for years. It goes back
to the time I was in public affairs at Naval Education
and Training HQ command in Pensacola and he was
a UPI reporter. We met while he was covering proceedings that resulted from the death of a young recruit being trained in water survival.
I have more than 20 years in Navy public affairs.
I’m retired from that role, but I continue to follow
military events and have contributed to the aerospace
publications of the Gulf Coast Reporters’ League.
Gulf Coast bases are a mix that includes the Army,
Navy, Marine Corps, Air Force and Coast Guard.
We have the Seabees, weapons testing and evaluations, special forces, and multiple deployable units.
Two well-known units based here are the Hurricane
Hunters and the Blue Angels.
But the single word that describes much of the
military activity here is training. Think of this region
as a huge military schoolhouse, spread across multiple locations. The most well-known is the pilot training at Naval Air Stations Pensacola and Whiting
Field, Fort Rucker, Eglin and Tyndall and the Coast
Guard Aviation Training Center.
And after they are in their units, a lot of them come
to Gulfport to hone their skills at the Air National
Guard Combat Training Center.

It’s hard to overstate the significance of the technical training that occurs in this region, which has implications for the region’s businesses. There’s the
Naval Technical Training Center at NAS Pensacola
and Air Force electronics training at Keesler.
The technical fields run the gamut, and include cyber security training at Keesler, Corry Station in Pensacola, Hurlburt and Eglin. The training also includes medical, a big part of the military here.
Eglin is the focal point of the Air Force’s aerial
weapons development, test and evaluation. Some
$600 million is spent on R&D at Eglin every year.
And in addition to training F-35 pilots and maintainers, Eglin is home to the F-35 reprogramming office.
While Stennis Space Center is known for NASA,
the largest tenant is the Navy, where it operates the
Naval Oceanographic Office. These folks control a
fleet of research vessels worldwide, along with unmanned underwater vehicles.
Over in Panama City, Fla., there’s the Naval Surface Warfare Center, and Tyndall Air Force Base,
where F-22 Raptor pilots are trained. It’s also home
of an operational squadron.
That’s about as brief an overview as I can give because of my space limitations. But each quarter I’ll
fill you in on key issues involving the Gulf Coast
military. The folks serving today may wind up being
your future employees - or your boss.
You can reach me at duren.gcrl@gmail.com.
■■■

About the columnist
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Rod Duren is a retired Navy
civilian public affairs officer
and former newspaper reporter, photographer and editor. He’s now a military correspondent for the Pensacola
News Journal.
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For the Merrills, growth is relative
The Merrills have been an
economic force here for years,
but the brothers have more
going on than many realize...

“It’s the most promising future for development.” While other regions of the Panhandle
also have beautiful
beaches and a relaxed
atmosphere, “Pensacola
has one thing no one else has – we have real history.
PENSACOLA, Fla.
We have preserved our history, but we haven’t been
big on historic tourism; now it’s time to start doing
or Merrill brothers Collier, Burney and
Will III, growing the Gulf Coast is a family that,” Collier Merrill says.
affair that started nearly 100 years ago and
History’s memorabilia are woven through Merrill
hasn’t missed a decade since.
Land businesses. Their Jackson’s Steakhouse restauYesterday there was great-grandfather, J.D. Henrant name and logo recreates the signature of Gen.
derson, who partnered to buy the Bagdad Land and
Andrew Jackson, who in July 1821 raised the AmeriLumber Co. in 1922, then managed the mill, a sigcan flag for the first time in Pensacola a few feet
nificant part of the lumber industry that became an
from today’s Jackson’s doorstep, in Plaza Ferdinand,
economic planting for the town of Milton.
moments after he accepted the transfer of Florida
And there was grandfather, Burney McIver Henfrom Spain.
derson, who acquired mineral rights, exported timMerrill Land offices on the 11th floor of Seville
ber, saved the Gulfarium at Fort Walton Beach and
Tower are in the same building as offices of their
bought land, including five miles of Gulf Coast
grandfather, the timber exporter, and the Merrills still
beachfront at Destin, of which 208 acres were sold
use Henderson’s addresses: P.O. Box 710 and Bagfor $13.1 million for Henderson Beach State Park.
Now, today, there’s the Merrill Land Co., owned dad Land and Lumber Co. Erected in 1910, Seville
by the Merrill brothers, with Collier as president. In Tower was then Florida’s tallest building.
The Merrill brothers’ mother, Jane Henderson
the 1980s, they began taking an interest in buying,
selling, developing and owning regional real estate. Merrill, is the daughter of J.D. Henderson. Jane met
And it took off.
Will Merrill when he was in flight training with the
Marines in the 1950s. In 1959, Will Merrill, with a
Merrill Land and subsidiaries today operate a half brother-in-law, started a lumber company called
-dozen restaurants, including the iconic Fish House, Building Supply Co., which still operates today.
The Gulfarium, which turned 60 in 2015, meanown a dozen downtown buildings including the 11story Seville Tower, plus seven condominium devel- while, continues as a family business, supervised by
Will Merrill III, its president. It’s the oldest aquarium
opments, most dotting shorelines from Orange
Beach, Ala., to Destin, and vacant lots in seven sub- in the world still on its same location.
“Grandfather J.D. Henderson bought it soon after it
divisions in Escambia and Santa Rosa counties. They
have 300-plus employees.
was started in 1955,” says Collier. “It was either
closing or someone got him involved.” Not a big
Tomorrow, says Collier Merrill, Pensacola’s hismoneymaker, the Gulfarium is basically a tourist attory will become even bigger and better.

F
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bought that building as well and opened the Atlas
Oyster House next door. In 2008, they purchased an
interest in Jackson’s Steakhouse, and last year partnered in the Five Sisters Blues Café. They also operate a catering and event service.
The restaurants aren’t twin eateries, says Steve
Ooms, director of operations for nearly 18 years of
the Merrills’ Great Southern Restaurant Group. The
Fish House, he says, has become a cornerstone for
Southern cuisine and an upscale seafood menu,
which includes its signature dish, “Grits a Ya Ya,”
which Ooms claims has become world famous. He
has even been asked about the dish on a plane trip.
The Merrill brothers grew up in Pensacola. Collier The Atlas is more casual and more shellfish-oriented,
attended University of Alabama and graduated from he says. And Jackson’s focuses on fine dining.
Five Sisters, meanwhile, continues to be what it set
University of West Florida. “I came back from
school in the mid-‘80s, looked around, did a couple out to be when founded several years earlier – “a
place where you find something Grandmother would
of subdivisions with my cousins, the Dickersons” (kin to Jane Merrill’s sister, Katherine Hen- make,” says Jean Pierre Ndione, the Senegal-born,
derson Dickerson). “And we started trying to develop French-raised general manager, who came to the
U.S. in 1998, joined the Fish House staff in 2001 as a
some stuff.”
server and became Five Sisters co-owner last year.
The brothers got a lucky break in the mid-‘90s
Most of the restaurants have co-owners, says
when a timber company, says Burney, held an aucOoms: Jim Shirley shares ownership of Fish House
tion of 3,000-to-4,000 acres of land in Walnut Hill
and Atlas, and Irv Miller, Jackson’s founder and exand they made some offers. Afterward, Burney
called to ask the sellers, “What piece did I get?” and ecutive chef, is also Jackson’s co-owner. Merrill restaurants also include the Great Southern Café at Seawas told “’All of them you bid on.’”
side in Walton County, where Shirley is now the
“And that provided the seed money for downchef.
town.”
Ooms estimates that in the past 15 years, revenues
Collier was president of the Home Builders Assoand customer numbers for the restaurants have more
ciation of Northwest Florida in 1994, a period, he
says, when development interest was centered on the than doubled; “focus on our guests” is one reason
they’re successful, he says.
Cordova Mall area. But he and Burney liked downtown, so they bought the building that housed the
While Merrill Land was concentrating on providArcade News stand on Palafox and Gregory streets,
ing places to eat for tourists and residents, it was also
moved their offices out of Madison Park to their
downtown location and got involved with their first making sure to provide places for them to sleep.
Since 1998, Merrill, through its Merrill Construcrestaurant – The Screaming Coyote, a later-closed
Mexican-themed eatery. “My offices were next door tion and subsidiary, R.E. Reece Construction, has
built condominium projects at the rate of about one
and I ate a lot of tacos for lunch every day,” says
every two years. Condominium holdings include
Collier, “because there weren’t a lot of restaurants
three at Destin, three at Gulf Shores, Ala., and one
downtown.”
each at Orange Beach, Ala., Perdido Key and downThe Merrills proceeded to fix that shortfall.
In the ’90s – during which they also bought Seville town Tallahassee. Two more projects are planned:
Crystal Breeze, a 17-story development at Gulf
Tower – they acquired the Fish House, which had
Shores and The Verandas at Orange Beach. Merrill
been started some six months earlier. They later
traction, where Will last year welcomed Kaya, a new
baby female dolphin – “it was quite a fete, and its
grandmother is raising it,” not unusual among dolphins, he says.
As the 20th century neared its peak, the Henderson
legacy knew a burst of new energy. The next generation was ready in the 1990s to begin writing another
family chapter of regional development, with a focus
on Pensacola.
“We didn’t inherit anything,” points out Collier,
when it comes to land used in their developments.
It’s land they’ve bought.
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Land also recently invested in Pensacola’s Lee
House, a Historic District event and hospitality business co-owned by Tosh Belsinger.
Merrill Land has acres of land that could be developed, says Collier -- who, offhand, wasn’t able to
quote the exact count. Besides the tagged newcondominium sites, vacant lots in their Pensacola
subdivision properties are doable, some for houses,
some for condos – but probably not yet. “We’re kind
of waiting for the condo market to return – which
was good before the bust of 2005,” he says.
Disregard, however, any national-related economic
dip and observe that Pensacola’s growth in recent
years has been little short of phenomenal, in the
Merrill brothers’ view, thanks to both government
action and business initiatives. Says Collier, “Take a
15-year snapshot and see what’s happened: the old
auditorium is gone, wastewater treatment plant is
gone, we’ve got a great baseball multiuse stadium
with outdoor facilities and a minor league baseball
team.”
“Today, everybody wants to be downtown,” says
Burney. “It didn’t just happen overnight. When we
came to Pensacola, Palafox closed up at 6 o’clock.”
Both Collier and Burney – whom Collier calls the
opportunity scout for the Merrill crew – have served
on the board of the Downtown Improvement Board,
which was started in 1972 to spur development and
supervise activities like Gallery Night in the 44block downtown area. Back in the 1990s, he says, on
Gallery Night “We had nothing to do but scrape the
gum off the sidewalks …. And there was nothing going on.”
John Peacock, an Edward Jones financial adviser
and DIB chairman since 2013, estimates that
“Gallery Night once maybe attracted 500 to 600 people; now it’s 10,000.” He recently moved his offices
from Langley Avenue to downtown’s Tarragona,
buying a building dating from the early 1900s. Like
the Merrills: “I moved because I liked the idea of being downtown.”
What the Merrills have done for Pensacola, says
Peacock, was “bring that vision back, when nobody
had a vision. Their persistence helped bring people to
where we are today. It took four decades for Palafox
to be one of the greatest streets in America,” as re-

cently declared by the American Planning Association.
Today, the brothers’ development plan isn’t quite
the same as it once was, says Burney, “We’ve
changed directions; it isn’t just doing all the land
deals and making money anymore. It’s quality
growth.”
For all three brothers, membership in community
organizations and attention to charitable causes have
become a family mantra.
Meanwhile, there’s Tomorrow. And Yesterday.
The plan being developed by the UWF Pensacola
Historic Trust will help Pensacola capitalize on its
history by making historic downtown properties
more accessible and engaging, partly through a pedestrian walkway from Ferdinand Plaza to Seville
Square, according to UWF Vice President Dr. Brendan Kelly. Kelly heads the UWF Historic Trust,
where Collier Merrill has served as vice president of
the board of directors. The Trust owns 29 historic
properties downtown, many located along the proposed walkway.
Predicts Collier: “Five years from now we’ll be
talking about what that has done to downtown.
We’ve come a long way.”
■■■
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Oil prices taking
toll on Louisiana

T

he continuing run of low oil prices is taking its toll on the Louisiana economy.
For the first two months of the year, the
price of a barrel of crude oil stayed below
$34, prices that hadn’t been seen for 13 years.
And in a state where oil revenues account for about 7 percent
of the budget and the oil and gas
industry accounts for 7 percent
of all the wages paid, that’s a
major issue.
Since July 2014, when a barrel was trading at around $105,
Timothy Boone
oil prices have largely trended
downward.
The skid is making the massive budget shortfalls
facing state government even worse. A 25-day special Legislative session was held to clear up the $900
million budget gap Louisiana faced in the current
fiscal year.
To help balance the budget, the Legislature passed
a temporary 1 cent sales tax and rolled back a host of
sales tax exemptions. Business groups were upset
with some of the exemptions that went away, such as
the one that waived sales taxes on utility bills. That
will have an impact on everyone from manufacturers
to supermarket owners.
“That’s a significant add-on,” J.H. “Jay” Campbell,
executive chairman of Associated Grocers, which
offers services for more than 220 independent grocery stores across Louisiana, Texas and Mississippi
told The Advocate.
“Some businesses will have to go up on prices to
cover the sales taxes on utilities, and consumers are
going to have to pay for that,” he said.

ernment so Louisiana isn’t so dependent on unstable
sources, like oil taxes.
After the contentious session, Gov. John Bel Edwards still had to make about $70 million in cuts to
fill in a gap in the current budget, with the reductions
largely happening to the state Department of Health
and Hospitals.
Following the new taxes, the additional cuts and
the heartburn of the special session, legislators had to
go back into a regular session in mid-March.
The top issue they’re facing is a projected $800
million budget gap for the next fiscal year, which
begins July 1.
The size of that shortfall for fiscal 2017 along with
the fact that state law forbids the legislature from
taking up tax code changes during a regular legislative session in an even numbered year means a second special session is likely to happen. That session
would start after the current session ends in early
June.
One of the items that could be on the table is looking at the generous tax breaks the state has doled out
to businesses. The tax subsidies became more popular under former Gov. Bobby Jindal as a tool for economic development and attracting businesses to Louisiana.
So far this year, the state has paid out $210 million
more in tax credits and rebates than it has collected
in corporate income and franchise taxes.
■■■

Not only were businesses disappointed with sales
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Rail, aquarium
garner attention

T

he possibility of passenger train service
returning to the Mississippi Gulf Coast
generated strong public interest and headlines in the early months of the new year.
The Southern Rail Commission requested a study
by Amtrak to look at options for renewed passenger
rail service that ended in 2005.
On a February test run, a
train carrying Amtrak representatives and dignitaries was
greeted by enthusiastic crowds
at stops in Bay St. Louis, Gulfport, Biloxi and Pascagoula.
“This is about economic and
Lisa Monti
tourism development across
the Gulf Coast,” said Biloxi
Mayor Andrew “FoFo” Gilich. He said the daily service is something cities on the Gulf Coast and the
rail commission have advocated for years.
In March members of the Federal Railway
Administration met in Biloxi with officials from
Amtrak, CSX and stakeholders from Louisiana to
Florida to lay the groundwork to return passenger
service. Findings are due to Congress in September.
While this is going on, the Mississippi Coast
tourism industry has a major attraction in progress.
In March Gulfport officials unveiled details and a
timeline for the much anticipated Mississippi
Aquarium. Construction at the city’s Jones Park is
scheduled to begin in 2017 with an opening in 2019.
Officials predict 500,000 visitors a year.
Meanwhile, the Mississippi Coast’s casinos
continue to fuel the economy. The Mississippi
Revenue Department says that in February, casinos
won $190 million, including $105 million at the
Coast’s 12 casinos. Media reports say revenue
continues to grow in the Coast market while the river
casino results remain flat.

Gov. Phil Bryant announced an agreement
between the state and Topship, LLC to bring 1,000
shipbuilding jobs here. TopShip, Edison Chouest
Offshore’s new Gulfport operations, will be at the
Port of Gulfport’s inland port on Seaway Road in the
former Huntington Ingalls composite facility.
Chouest said the jobs will pay an average $40,000.
About 130 jobs were lost at Stennis Space Center
as the result of a new contract that consolidated work
at the Hancock County center and the NASA
Michoud facility in New Orleans.
Stennis conducted the first test firing of a flight
engine for the Space Launch System that will carry
crews into deep space. The 500-second test in March
is considered a major milestone.
Coast Electric Power Association and Singing
River Electric held grand openings in March for
solar power generation facilities. Each is on about
half an acre and has 378 solar panels, generating
enough power to light six or seven homes. Both coops are part of South Mississippi Electric.
Mississippi Power broke ground in March for one
of the company's three renewable energy solar
projects. The utility teamed up with Hannah Solar
and the U.S. Navy on a 23-acre, 3-4-MW solar
project at the Naval Construction Battalion Center in
Gulfport.It will have some 13,000 panels, providing
enough electricity for the equivalent of 450 homes.

In other business headlines:
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Great expectations:
Mobile no underdog

R

emember when the New Orleans Saints
won the 2010 Super Bowl? Remember
the giddiness that accompanied the whole
season?
The loyalists, who had suffered the storied history
of incompetence the longest, acted as if the other
shoe would drop at any moment and they would
have to put the sacks back on their
heads. As the dream finally came
true, they gleefully marked every
milestone on the timeline.
The people of Mobile, who
wished and dreamed and worked
so hard to bring Airbus here, have
been reacting like pre-Super Bowl
Jane Nicholes
Saints fans ever since the company announced in the summer of 2012 that it would
assemble commercial jets at Brookley Aeroplex.
Joyously we have celebrated the announcement,
the ground-breaking, the shipping of airplane pieces
to the Port of Mobile, their Mardi Gras-style truck
parade to Brookley, the eye-catching JetBlue paint
job and now the successful first test flight of the first
finished plane. After losing the epic political battle
with Boeing for the Air Force aerial refueling tanker
contract that our opponent, by the way, is behind on,
Mobile deserved to party.
As much fun as Airbus has been, though, it’s time
for a change of mindset. Just as performance expectations changed for the Saints after the Super Bowl,
so do economic expectations change starting now for
Mobile and the surrounding region.

hum occurrence every seven to nine days. We’ll act
like we’ve been there before.
The Mobile workforce will become technology
oriented, with new jobs coming from Airbus and its
increasing number of suppliers. Some of those jobs
can’t be imagined yet. Technology development
won’t stop because Airbus put a plane in the air in
Mobile.
Those jobs will come with higher salaries and
higher expectations for performance. Public education will have to improve to ensure that young people who live in south Alabama can get those jobs if
they want them.
Let us wish Boeing good luck in getting its tankers
in the air, because there’s no reason to hold that
grudge any longer. Our servicemen and women need
those tankers for their safety and this nation’s defense, far more than we need to enjoy another snide
editorial about Boeing.
And just as the New Orleans Saints of 2016 are
now expected to win and do something about it
when they don’t, so is Mobile expected to assemble
safe, reliable aircraft of high quality in Mobile.
We expect excellence to be routine. Like winners.

Mobile isn’t the underdog anymore. It is a major
player in North American and international aerospace. We expect to turn out 40 to 50 of the A320
family of Airbus planes every year by 2018. With
more than 12,400 unfilled orders, we expect to be
busy.
The startling and satisfying sight of an Airbus test
flight taking off from Brookley will become a hoBusiness Quarterly, April 2016 – 50
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Motorsport complex
being discussed

T

here’s been a rumbling in the Panhandle
of Florida in recent weeks and months
about the possibility of some real-life
noise being made in the region.
A group of six entrepreneurs, among them the
legendary Mario Andretti’s youngest son Jeff, are
contemplating the creation of a motorsports complex in Northwest Florida that
could pump hundreds of millions of dollars into the local
economy and generate thousands of jobs.
They call themselves the Stable of Speed, and their aptly
named “Stable of Speed Track
Tom McLaughlin
Project” would introduce not
only Indy and NASCAR-quality racing to Northwest Florida, but potentially lure giants of the automobile racing industry to the area with the development of an automotive and technology center.
Documents obtained through a public records request show the Stable of Speed coalition, described
in one correspondence as “Fortune 500 CEO’s from
a variety of industries,” hopes to build a three-mile
long road track for big league racing and testing and
mate automotive technology to aviation technology
already existing in the Panhandle, in part through
the presence of tech-savvy Eglin Air Force Base.
The motorsports complex could “attract world
class racing teams to locate their global operations
within our motorsports footprint,” said a nevercirculated letter drafted by DeFuniak Springs
Mayor Bob Campbell and Walton County Economic Development Alliance Director Steve Jaeger.
Jeffrey Osborn, president and CEO of the Stable
of Speed Group, has been hesitant to say too much
about the project at this stage in its development,
and cautioned that some local officials may have
spoken too soon about the nuts and bolts of the Stable of Speed Track Project.

In late March though, Osborn did allow that his
group hopes to be able to provide an update on the
project progress “within the next month or two.”
Osborn cautioned that the project is fluid and its
scope constantly changing. The documents obtained
from Walton County officials, who first spilled the
beans about its existence, indicate, at least initially,
the group of six investors was thinking very big.
Osborn discussed in one memo the development
of an auto mall in South Walton County catering to
the luxury and exotic vehicle market. He spoke enthusiastically of this mall selling the products of “10
to 12 franchises that we would represent.”
In a packet the Stable of Speed produced for
Walton County, there was talk of “developing a
regional airport.” Also discussed was the possibility
of locating group administration offices on or near
airport property and operating within an “intrastate
airline concept.”
The investors expressed in the documents their
confidence that the motorsports complex they envision could offer opportunities to develop “world
class” lodging facilities, restaurants and entertainment venues that would boost local employment
and generate millions in tax revenues.
“We’re looking not only at the entertainment aspect, but bringing in stable, high-paying jobs to the
region,” Osborn said in December.
One thing Osborn was eager to discuss about the
Stable of Speed project was the educational opportunities his group is committed to offering through
the planned automotive and technology center.
The center would allow not only school systems,
but military installations as well, to engage in learning and training exercises, Osborn said.
■■■
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